
Update on

do it For ed challenge

80km - PUFFER – From Cape Point to the Waterfront across iconic 
TABLE MOUNTAIN 

1. TRAIL RUN

Mandela said : “Education is the most powerful weapon to change our world”.

Yes, you can make a real difference!

80km - 10h49min

2 more events to go!

214km - WINE 2 WHALES – From Somerset West to Hermanus across the 
HOTTENTOTS HOLLAND MOUNTAINS  from the 30th Oct to the 1st Nov.

2. MOUNTAIN BIKE

7km - ROBBEN ISLAND to  Bloubergstrand in the notoriously
cold Atlantic Ocean

3. OCEAN SWIM with Friends*

with Friends*
160 km from Sunset Beach in CAPE TOWN to LANGEBAAN LAGOON linking two of
the world’s most renowned kiting destinations

5. LONG DISTANCE KITE

214km - 20h12min

7.8km - 2h51min

30 km - CAPE POINT - From False Bay to the Atlantic around spectacular Cape Point

4. STAND PADDLE BOARD with Friends*

3 Down ... 

We are pleased provide positive feedback after the 3RD EVENT of the CAPE BIG 5 CHALLENGE 
to raise funds FOR ED-ucation.

Last week saw Capt Chaos and friends Brendon Hiscock, Leon van Niekerk and Dave Maxwell manage to 
successfully complete the 7.8KM SWIM in the cold Atlantic waters from iconic ROBBEN ISLAND to Big Bay.

DAVE completed his first ever crossing in 2H37

Veteran BRENDON lead the way with a
time of 2H15

LEON knocked
90 mins off his 

previous time and 
came in at 2H30

And CAPT CHAOS brought up the rear end finishing his first and probably last crossing ever in a time of 2H51

PFPTo learn more about another 593 similar partnerships between schools and businesses 
nationwide as part of the Partners for Possibility (PfP) programme, click here.

In the meantime, we are equally delighted to inform you that the efforts of the
ROGZ ACADEMY has grown from strength to strength since we last communicated
on the For Ed Fundraising Campaign. We are proud to announce that we have
recently updated OUR WEBSITE.

rogz-academy

Support
Fundraising progress to date = R190 000
vs target of R240 000.

If you want to make a difference and support their efforts, click here.

Note that the Rogz Academy is a registered NPO: 176-493 and our capacity to impact and improve the
future of learners at Sophakama Primary is much dependent on our ability to raise funds.

FACEBOOK
We have also launched OUR FACEBOOK page and we encourage you to visit it
and share the link with others who have a passion for education.

http://www.pfp4sa.org/
https://www.backabuddy.co.za/champion/project/captain-chaos-tackles-the-big-5
http://www.rogz.com/rogz-academy-books-and-beyond/
https://www.facebook.com/rogzacademybooksbeyond/
https://www.backabuddy.co.za/champion/project/captain-chaos-tackles-the-big-5
http://www.pfp4sa.org

